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Is it filled with white stuff? 

• An oboe plaque ($2) can fix this 

o Gently run plaque along inside top and 

bottom blades 

• OR Run water through the reed- blow hard 

from corked end- sanitize (hydrogen 

peroxide) 

 

 

Stop Biting to Create an Embouchure 

Tighter corners and looser lower and upper-lip pressure 

Chin parallel to ground with oboe at 45-degree angle to 

floor 

 

A reed crow below a C cannot be expected to play in 

tune. This expectation will make students bite their reed. 

 

High notes not coming out 

Fast air, tighter corners and looser lower and 

upper-lip pressure 

 

Chin parallel to ground with oboe at 45-degree 

angle to floor 

 

Low notes not coming out 

Exhale through the oboe towards the 

ground 

 

Make a straighter line (move chin down or 

oboe up) of embouchure to ground 

 

All notes not coming out 

If the left-hand keys aren’t getting covered and pressed down, all notes with right hand will squeak. 

 

“Wiggly boy” syndrome. Something squeaks, they start wiggling, the fingers stop sealing keys. Common with 

middle school boys. Wiggling isn’t good for their or your frustrations. 

 

 

Having students buy reeds elsewhere. 

If you’re noticing a large amount of “lost cause 

problems,” it is worth a student putting the 

money towards a reed from a double reed store. 

Students who aren’t taking private lessons need 

well-made reeds just as much if not more than 

those who do.  

See resources for price comparable options. 

 

Is the reed leaky? 

Seal bottom of reed with finger and breathe in on the tip to 

see if reed seals.  

• If not, plumbers tape can seal this 

• If it’s bad enough - it’s a lost cause. Reeds this bad 

are identifiable by sight. 

You may be able to tell by looking at it. If you can see 

through the sides of the reed there is no hope. 

 

Is the reed too hard? 

If you don’t have a double reed tech 

to take a knife to the reed, soak the 

reed and use your fingers to gently 

press down the opening and body of 

the reed.  

This may not be enough and the 

reed could hurt more than help 

student. 

 


